
 

NBA Champions 2020 

I want to congratulate The LA Lakers on their 17th championship and Lebron on 

his 4th championship and Davis on his first and the rest of their team. I also 

want to thank the Heat for all the thrills and chills they used to make the finals a 

great show. And I want to thank the NBA and the commissioner, and everyone 

involved in this Bubble Experiment because that is 

what is was, an Experiment.  

No one was certain this would work and it was challenging for the teams to 

decide to bubble up for over 3 months in many cases, up to 6 for the those 

people who were helping in the preparatory process of getting everything 

ready.  

I could go on for hours but the main point is this and I do hope our President 

and other governmental officials were watching and paying attention to the end 

results of the Bubble Experiment because the results are truly powerful and 

amazing. 

1st we must try to understand the scope of the complexity of keeping everyone 

safe. The massive cleanings every hour of every day.  

Uniforms treated and washed, the seats treated and cleaned, rooms, locker 

rooms, living spaces, relaxation locations, everything and everywhere treated 

according to the requirements of the doctors and scientist. At first when I heard 

about the bubble, I said to myself, this could be bad. But after listening to the 

commissioner and all the plans, strategic plans of daily testing, stringent to no 



visitations, mask being the must, 90 % of the time outside the playing area. This 

was a massive undertaking. 

But in the end I must congratulate the NBA on the very impressive results they 

achieved and the possibility of providing a rule and procedure for beating the 

corvid virus. 

What I am about to say is not politically motivated. It is motivated by 

desperately seeking answers and our government seems to have none until 

now. And I am not including the doctors and scientist in the group because I 

believe they have been giving us the answers all along but when the leader isn't 

concerned about anyone but self, this is what you get. Why just put this failure 

on one person, the leader, because in this world and life, whatever the end 

results is, the leader is always blamed, right or wrong. 

******The most important point is this for our country, family, and 

communities.***** 

After over 90 days in some cases as I forementioned, there were only 0 to 2 

people reported as being in contact or having the covid virus.  

You heard it right!!!! All those people in a bubble, think about it. All the lights, 

cameras, and action, the team’s players, doctors, governing officials, family 

members, everyone inside this closed, created atmosphere, they called the 

"Bubble".  

ONLY 0 TO 2 PEOPLE LISTED AS OF 8:00 AM this morning.  

I don't know about you, but those results speak life to my soul and mind.  

And all they did was follow Dr. Fanucci’s instructions he and other doctors had 

been originally saying.  

a- Masking 

b- Social distancing  

c- Constant hand washing and surface cleaning.  
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I am no fool and I know there were many more things involved but these 3 core 

beliefs seemed to empower the amazing results after the Bubble. 

  Lastly, I hope Washington was watching. 

I hope every person, man, woman, or child sees and understands these         

Bubble results. 

Sometimes you cannot listen to all the noise all around you and most of it made 

sense also. 

BUT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

Look at the end results. 

It's time for us to excel as God's people! 

I'll go and follow the Bubble results if I have to go by myself. 

What about you.  
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Will you follow because one man says , "oh don't worry about his covid, it will 

be over after a while".  

Or will you follow truth. And Remember!!!! 

YOU WILL KNOW THE TRUTH AND THE TRUTH WILL M-A-K-E YOU FREE! 

 

NBA bubble, explained: A complete guide to the rules, 
teams, schedule & more for Orlando games 

                 

 

Report By: 

Michael Harris, The Everyday Marketer 

All Images were copied from the net and  

are not owned by Me.  
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https://www.sportingnews.com/us/nba/news/nba-bubble-rules-teams-schedule-orlando/zhap66a9hcwq1khmcex3ggabo
https://www.sportingnews.com/us/nba/news/nba-bubble-rules-teams-schedule-orlando/zhap66a9hcwq1khmcex3ggabo
https://www.sportingnews.com/us/nba/news/nba-bubble-rules-teams-schedule-orlando/zhap66a9hcwq1khmcex3ggabo

